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Jupiter will exit Aries and enter Taurus on 1st May 2024. Brihaspati's transit in the fire-sign,
Mesh, ends and its subsequent transit in the earth-sign, Vrishabh, begins on 1st May 2024. This
benevolent planet will stay in Vrishabh rashi till 14th May 2025. This movement of Brihaspati in
this fixed-sign will affect a few Rashis in positive ways, while generating some bad results for
some other Signs. 

Jupiter covers all twelve Rashis in around 12 years. During this 2024-25 transit in Taurus,
Saturn will be in Aquarius only for most part of this period, i.e. till 29th March 2025. Rahu-Ketu
will be in the Pisces-Virgo axis only till 18th May 2025. But, as Jupiter moves to Taurus, it
becomes free from the 3rd drishti of Shani and, finally, will be able to generate its characteristic
positive effects which it was unable to do in Aries due to this negative aspect of Saturn. 
  
But, Vrishabh is a fixed-sign, and, nothing remarkably different will happen during its transit for
the general masses. Two big planets, Jupiter and Shani, will be in fixed-signs for approximately
one year from now. So, any big and revolutionary changes which people are expecting in
socio-political situations will happen only after May 2025. 

During this transit of Brihaspati in Taurus, the economic situations in many countries will
worsen. Things will become unusually difficult for USA and Europe. For India too, there is not
much hope on the economic front. So, whatever the result of the ongoing Parliamentary
elections may be, nothing will change in a major way for the people of India. The people
themselves will find unconventional solutions to their problems.

Brihaspati's next transit in Vrishabh, after this 2024-25 transit, will be from 15th April 2036 to
26th April 2037, with a short forward and retrograde motion in Mithun (Gemini) rashi, from 9th
September 2036 to 17th November 2036.

Guru previous few transits in Taurus were as follows - 

- 17th May 2012 to 31st May 2013
- 2nd June 2000 to 16th June 2001 
- 19th June 1988 to 2nd July 1989

In the 2000-01 transit of Brihaspati in Vrishabh it was accompanied by Saturn during the full
term of its transit. In the 2012-13 transit it was with Ketu in Taurus for the first seven months of
that period. But, in the 2024-25 transit in Vrishabh, Brihaspati will be free from the influence of
Saturn and of Rahu-Ketu too.

The effects of this 2024-25 transit of Guru in Vrishabh Rashi, on the twelve ascendants and
moon-signs will be as follows -

1. Aries - Mesh: Increase in savings and wealth; better relations with family members and
other relatives; family functions and celebrations; more involvement in family matters;
improvement in social image; success in profession; promotions in job. 

2. Taurus - Vrishabh: More control over expenses; increase in income; better relations with
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friends, family members, in-laws, and, spouse; favourable yoga for getting married; better
health. 

3. Gemini - Mithun: Expansion of work in other cities or countries; increase in expenses; legal
problems related to work; sale or purchase of property; a new vehicle; health problems related
to liver, sugar and cholesterol; more worries about the health of parents; several long distance
travels.

4. Cancer - Kark: Monetary gains from work related to other cities or countries; increase in
income; good progress in studies; favourable chances of getting married; better relations with
friends and acquaintances; more frequent domestic and foreign travels; better social image.

5. Leo - Simha: New job or promotions in existing job; big changes in business; change of
residence; purchase of a new vehicle; health problems related to allergies, liver, sugar and
heart; legal hassles; acquisition of a new residential or commercial property; more involvement
in family affairs.

6. Virgo - Kanya: Improvement in health; better relations with friends, spouse and family
members; happier love life; several long distance travels; more control over expenses; increase
in income; more inclination towards religion and spirituality; good performance in studies; more
worries about the health of parents; relocation to another city or country.  

7. Libra - Tula: Health problems; increase in expenses; unexpected and huge losses; frequent
unplanned travels; legal troubles; more involvement in affairs of the family of the spouse;
purchase of a new residential property; a new vehicle; sudden and big gains of money or wealth
through inheritance, lottery or other kinds of windfalls.

8. Scorpio - Vrishchik: Great improvement in health; better relations with family members and
relatives; reduction in wasteful expenses; improvement in love life; more meaning and
happiness in marriage; high chances of marriage for the eligible singles; increase in income;
rise in confidence and courage. 

9. Sagittarius - Dhanu: Health should be the first priority; unexpected health issues; more
worries about the welfare and health of parents; change of job; unexpected changes in
business; increase in expenses and debt; troubles related to vehicle; legal hassles related to
vehicle and property. 

10. Capricorn - Makar: Positive changes in job and business; increase in income; good
progress in education; improvement in health; useful and beneficial long distance travels; better
relations with children; more control over expenses; increased interest in subjects related to law,
philosophy, religion and spirituality. 

11. Aquarius - Kumbh: Better job offers; promotions in job; good progress in business;
purchase of a new house or vehicle or both; better relations with parents and family members;
more helpful and cooperative friends; increase in income; gains from property related deals;
more interest in family traditions, religious practices, and, history. 
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12. Pisces - Meen: Frequent travels; improvement in health; more confidence; increase in
income; success in job and business; worries about health of the parents' will continue; new
business ventures; readiness to take more risks in job, business and personal life too;
favourable chances of marriage; better relations with siblings, spouse and other close ones. 

Jyotish Biz
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